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We hear about pieces of ice the size of continents breaking off of Antarctica, rapidly melting

glaciers in the Himalayas, and ice sheets in the Arctic crumbling to the sea, but does it really

matter? Will melting glaciers change our lives? Absolutely.Glaciers are built and destroyed

during ice ages and interglacial periods. These massive ice bodies hold three quarters of our

freshwater, yet we don't have laws to protect them from climate change. When they melt, they

increase sea levels, alter the Earth's reflectivity, wreak havoc for ocean and air currents,

destabilize global ecosystems, warm our climate, and bring on floods that swamp millions of

acres of coastal land. The critical ecological role they play to keep our global climate stable,

and the environmental functions they provide, wither. And, as climate change warms glacier

cores, collapsing glacier ice triggers tsunamis that send deadly massive ice blocks, rocks,

earth, and billions of liters of water rushing down mountain valleys. It has happened before in

the Himalayas, the Central Andes, the Rockies and Western Cascades, and the European

Alps, and it will happen again.In his new book Meltdown, Jorge Daniel Taillant takes readers

deeper into the cryosphere, connecting the dots between climate change, glacier melt, and the

impacts that receding glacier ice brings to livability on Earth, to our environments, and to our

communities. Taillant walks us through the little-known realm of the periglacial environment, a

world of invisible subsurface rock glaciers that will outlive exposed glaciers as climate change

destroys surface ice. He also looks at actions that can help stop climate change and save

glaciers, exploring how society, politics, and our leaders have responded to address the global

COVID-19 pandemic and yet largely continue to fail to address the even largerlooming and

escalatingcrisis of climate change.Our climate is deteriorating at a drastic rate, and it's

happening right in front of us. Meltdown is about glaciers and their unfolding demise during one

of the most critical moments of our planet's geological history. If we can reconsider glaciers in a

whole new light and understand the critical role they play in our own sustainability, we may be

able to save the cryosphere.
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AuthorIndexForewordBetween the time I submitted the first version of this manuscript in early

2020 and the time I submitted the last version in early 2021, the world changed.Major events

occurred in 2020 that were so great and so relevant to the topic of this book (climate change

and melting glaciers) that it is hard to pinpoint a single change-event that is more significant

than others. At the very moment I submitted this manuscript, Joe Biden and Kamala Harris

were announced as the president elect and vice president elect of the United States of America

—Joe Biden defeated Donald Trump with the largest amount of votes ever cast for a

presidential candidate. Biden and Harris ran on a strong platform that included taking decisive

action to stop climate change.1 Since their taking office in January of 2021, they’ve ordered

some of the most ambitious climate policies we’ve ever seen, anywhere.2In 2020 we also saw

the most devastating climate wildfires ever recorded in California, burning millions of acres of

forest. California Governor Gavin Newsom announced, from the embers of a still-burning

climate wildfire, that discussion was over, that climate change was real, that it was here and

that we had to do more, that we had to do it better, and that we had to do it faster. He also

announced that the targets we had set to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (and California

has some of the highest and most aggressive targets on the planet) were insufficient. Soon

afterward, California chose to eliminate the internal combustion engine for vehicles produced in

the state by 2035 and for trucks by 2045.3But clearly the change-event that will mark 2020 for

all of history and for the entire planet was that the world was hit with a global health pandemic:

COVID-19, the novel coronavirus, a new pandemic disease that radically altered our lives. I

remember over the last several years speaking with my kids about climate change on many

different occasions and expressing my frustration that the sorts of actions we needed globally

and locally to really address climate change were not very likely to happen in our modern lives.

They seemed too far-fetched and against the grain of our fast-moving society. In the mix of



ideas we talked about, the world needed to stop for a few weeks each year, maybe even for a

month, to help lower green house gas emissions, but this was nearly impossible to envision

with our hustle and bustle lifestyles—industries, economies, and people simply could not just

“stop.”Well, we did.And guess what, in two weeks the air cleared all over the world. Suddenly

people in cities hundreds of miles away from the tallest peaks of the Himalayas could see

snow-capped mountains that they hadn’t seen for decades, or ever. Large schools of fish

returned to bays that they had abandoned due to the pollution and disturbance from

commerce, industry, and shipping. Wild animals returned to empty urban environments,

wandering around areas where people had abruptly vanished.The sudden outbreak of a global

health pandemic hit the planet like a global earthquake, revealing our extreme vulnerability to

Mother Nature. It showed us (and still does as I submit the very final edits to this manuscript in

April of 2021 with the COVID-19 infection rate suddenly rising again across the USA) that in

the end, Nature and the state of the environment governs our lives and not the other way

around, and unless we safely adapt to our environment and live in harmony with it, we are all

highly vulnerable to its fluctuations, its reactions, and its abrupt changes, be they natural or

human-induced.COVID-19 taught us (and is still teaching us) several useful lessons. One is

that we can stop pollution and improve our environment and that we can do it very quickly if we

act collectively. We also saw that political will and trillions of dollars can suddenly materialize

from political leaders to do what needs to be done to address a global emergency. In this case

it was for a health pandemic, but why not for climate? We’ll get into that question later.I think it

is also important to consider that these sudden changes in social, political, economic, and

industrial behavior as a response to COVID-19 presented a critical opportunity and lesson for

youth. I am of Generation X, born in 1968. At 53, I carry the baggage of the global failure to

adequately address our environmental problems and the even more worrying failure of our

incapacity to contain climate change. Over the years as an environmental policy advocate, I

have learned how difficult it is to align political leaders, industry, business, and everyday people

to do the right thing to address our environmental pollution and to work to halt and reverse our

climate emergency.Our world’s youth, coming of age now during the COVID-19 pandemic, with

respect to our climate challenge and to our climate emergency, are baggage-free. As young

adults forging their social and political minds, my own two children, now aged 20 and 17, have

no baggage as they walk into this climate emergency. They see examples and opportunities

that I had never seen. In two weeks, at a global scale, we cleaned our air. Industry stopped.

Pollution stopped (clearly not all of it, but much of it), and the planet healed for a short time. I’ve

included a special chapter at the end of this book (Chapter 10) where I reprint an article that I

published in April 2020 with a young women nearly one third my age, positing shared and

different generational visions of what it takes to resolve climate change. I am happy to see that

our youth have a more positive outlook on how things will play out. The planet needs it, and it

needs leaders like Greta Thunberg, the Swedish teenage climate activist that has declared to

our political leaders and to people like you and me, “how dare you!”4 Everyone should listen to

Greta’s “how dare you” speech, take it to heart, and remember it always as we move forward. I

encourage you to stop now for a moment and listen to Greta’s speech before you read on. It’s

truly moving.Our present leaders, but more importantly our future leaders, have learned

through COVID-19 that we can turn things around, that we can make a difference, that we can

stop polluting, and if we really want to do it, we can fix our climate problem. That gives me

hope, and it should give our global society hope.In early 2020 I had drafted a pre-COVID-19

foreword to this book, where of course, there was no mention of our global pandemic. As the

first months of 2020 advanced, the manuscript was becoming quickly outdated on issues



related strictly to the topic of this book, glacier melt and its relevance to our lives. Articles about

rapid glacier melt were already appearing in early 2020 that showed things were changing

quickly. I created a list of articles and studies that were popping up weekly, sometimes daily, of

issues I should mention and reference in the various chapters of this book. The list kept

growing, outpacing the time available to address each point. Glaciers were melting and they

continue to melt, faster than previously thought and expected. Ice all around the world is

disappearing, and it’s disappearing fast.During this calendar year as I went back and forth with

the publisher with edits to the manuscript, troubling articles appeared, such as “Massive Ice

Melt in Greenland Last Year Shattered Previous Records.” This was a piece from August 2020

in the LA Times, indicating that 586 billion tons of ice (the equivalent of 140 trillion gallons of

water) melted in Greenland during 2019. To get a sense of this volume, that’s enough water to

cover the entire state of California in four feet of water. Researchers are affirming over and over

again that ice is not only melting, but that it’s melting at a faster and faster pace.5Another

article that appeared while I was editing this manuscript indicated that the melting of the

Greenland Ice Sheet is already past a point of no return and that efforts to stop global warming

will not stop it from disintegrating. Basically it’s too late. According to the scientists at Ohio

State University who make this assertion, the Greenland Ice Sheet sheds about 280 billion

metric tons of ice each year on average, making it the single biggest contributor to sea level

rise. This meltdown of the Greenland Ice Sheet is so great that it actually changes the

gravitational field over Greenland, and by the end of the century, global sea level will rise about

3 feet because of it alone.6 This will change the landscape around the world, particularly in low-

lying states such as Florida and in entire countries such as the Maldives, which will have to

consider relocating most or all of its population.Chris Mooney, on the Washington Post’s

Climate Change beat, published an article earlier in the year with the title: “Unprecedented

Data Confirms that Antarctica’s Most Dangerous Glacier is Melting from Below.”7 The article

went on to describe the reasons for the melting of this faraway glacier called Thwaites Glacier

(larger than the State of Pennsylvania or the entire island of Great Britain), and implications of

the melting of Thwaites Glacier for the planet, which could cause global seas to rise 10 feet (3

meters) placing the homes of millions, if not billions, of people underwater. That’s ten feet of

sea level rise from only one melting glacier. Think about that.A week or so after Mooney’s

article, yet another appeared in the New York Times. This one announced: “Antarctica Sets

Record High Temperature: 64.9°F (18.3°C).” We’ve been hearing about rising temperatures in

Antarctica for a while now, so this was not such a surprise. What I noticed immediately

however, was the picture that accompanied the article, showing a series of building structures

of the Argentine research station on Antarctica at the locality of Esperanza (Esperanza,

ironically, means hope in Spanish). The buildings were on barren land. The snow and ice are

gone.8Articles like this kept popping up day after day, week after week, and month after month,

delaying my manuscript for about a year. I was first aiming to publish Meltdown in 2019, when

there were some, but not so many, articles in the press about melting glaciers. The topic was

urgent and very appropriate at the time. My hope was to better educate society about this

growing global concern, drawing attention to the issue of global glacier melt, but also educating

about why it is important, both globally and locally. Worried that policy makers were falling

behind on climate action, and very concerned that the United States in particular was pulling

out of key global climate agreements (like the Paris Agreement) under the Trump

Administration, I felt an urgency to get the word out before it was too late.Then COVID-19 hit.

All bets were off, anything could happen. Then climate wildfires hit. And then we came to the

US elections, which opened up so many different political debates on the issue of climate. At



some point I had to put a marker in the sand and publish. Glaciers are still melting and you’ve

probably seen dozens more articles about their melt since I went to press and the mechanics

of publication played out. So here it is. Outdated or not, the issue is still of extremely troubling

relevance.Meltdown is about glaciers, specifically about glaciers melting and how the melting

of glaciers like Thwaites Glacier or Pine Island Glacier in Antarctica, or the Greenland Ice

Sheet, or glaciers that are much closer to home such as in the Sierra Nevada of California, or

in the Rocky Mountains of the United States and Canada, or in the European Alps, or the

Andes Mountains of South America, or on Mount Fuji in Japan, or those in New Zealand, or in

the Caucasus or in the Hindu Kush, in the Tian Shan, or the Himalayas or in the Karakorum

Mountains, will actually change your life.This book is not meant for scientists or academics,

although if you are either you’ll surely read something new or interesting in these pages that

might inspire you to think differently about your work and your role and responsibility in fixing

our climate—because we all have a role to play. It is meant for everyday people who are

curious about the world around them, concerned about all of the new information that is

surfacing about climate change, and likely have never thought about the relevance of glaciers

to our global and local ecosystems, even though their demise may mean a radical change of

lifestyle in the immediate years to come, possibly even in our lifetime.I provide many references

to the issues I present in this book, including from intergovernmental publications—such as the

climate change reports coming out of the United Nations (UN) year after year—from academic

publications that most everyday people don’t read, and from streaming media sources, even

from Wikipedia. I got some criticism from some academic experts after I wrote my previous

book, Glaciers: The Politics of Ice, for utilizing non-academic sources in writing my book, but

frankly, academic articles on glacier melt and academic information about climate change

cannot keep up with the rapid advancement of reality and the pace of climate change and the

impacts it is having on glaciers and communities that depend on them—and frankly, for most

people, these publications are difficult to digest. Further, academic articles about glaciers and

their melt don’t necessarily capture how glacier melt affects real people, their lives, their

stories, and their worries. Glacier melt is affecting our lives all around the world, even if

academics have not yet done a study about it and about all the ways these impacts play out for

all of us.Sometimes local media news sources are the only information we have on the

symptoms of climate impacts to glaciers and to other cryosphere environments, such as

permafrost (permanently frozen grounds). If we expect society to take action as a whole in

response to such a dire and urgent situation, we need to write to society in language and

communicate with society in formats that people are familiar with, in ways that are

understandable and accessible, and in ways that inspire attention and action. Our messages in

social media may have to be reduced to 280 characters in a tweet, or to 60 seconds for a Tik

Tok video, if that is what it takes to capture attention. We need to see glaciers on Instagram

(please follow #glaciers) and on Tik Tok, on Snapchat or on Facebook. That’s where people

scroll to get their news, to see their friends, and to relate to the world around them. If it’s not on

Tik Tok, on Facebook, or feeding through Instagram, it’s likely the world as a whole is not

paying attention. If glaciers are only talked about in scientific publications, there is little chance

people will be moved to do something about their vulnerability and to tackle climate change as

we really should.And so, I will double down on this approach of utilizing a variety of academic

and non-academic sources for the information I convey in this new book. My intention is not to

produce an academic publication, it is to produce a collection of information about melting

glaciers that is digestible and that is useful for everyday people to understand how our climate

is changing, and what this means for one of the planet’s most important and most vulnerable



natural resources: glaciers. And how the melting of glaciers will alter our habitat, our

environment, our access to natural resources, and our lifestyles, forever. In fact, this is already

happening.Meltdown is meant to shed light on an issue that we hear about almost daily in the

news: glaciers rapidly melting and their threat to the planet, to coastlines, and to society more

generally. It is meant to bring to the fore this globally significant phenomenon—ignored by most

people, although they may notice occasional stories in the news that they most likely do not

read or relate to—and explain how it will change the way we all live. We can read academic

materials about glaciers and glacier melt, but the reality is that most people (the target of this

book) are not academics and won’t read the UN’s latest publication on the oceans and the

cryosphere. Have you, the reader, read the Paris Agreement (I’m sure you’ve talked about it or

at least mentioned it) or any of the IPCC reports on climate change? Do you even know what

the acronym “IPCC” stands for or what it is?But we do read our Instagram feeds, we scroll

through Tik Tok posts, we read the news through our Twitter and Facebook accounts, and we

occasionally (more often lately) read an article about the natural environment that mentions

glacier vulnerability or a piece of ice bigger than a country breaking off of Antarctica. I am

targeting that audience: everyday people who have a sense of the planet’s vulnerability to

climate change but don’t necessarily spend their free time reading scientific journals. I certainly

don’t, and I’m dealing with these issues daily!Most have heard about the melting Arctic, or have

seen the famous image of a polar bear clinging on to an iceberg for lack of footing in the

northern frozen oceans of our planet. Or they have heard that big pieces of ice the size of

Texas, or France, or Europe, in the Antarctic region (the South Pole) are crumbling to the sea.

But do we really know what this really means for our daily lives? Probably not. I’m hoping to

take at least one step to change that with Meltdown.For those curious people, Meltdown is for

you, because I promise you that glacier melt will change your life in ways that you could not

imagine! You may not even realize that glacier melt is already happening and that it is already

affecting you, but it is. I predict that you will start to see and recognize those changes during

your lifetime. You are actually already seeing them, you just need to open your eyes and

connect the dots.Glaciers are melting because of climate change. That’s an indisputable fact

that is free from political ideology. It is a fact that is independent of whether or not you believe

that people are causing climate change or not. In the end, it really doesn’t matter if you believe

that people cause climate change, the fact is that climate change is happening, and either way,

glaciers are melting and this will mean radical change for all of us, including you.Glaciers melt

away and reappear on the Earth cyclically, due to natural as well as external factors, such as a

large meteor that might hit the Earth and darken the sky for long periods of time, or volcanic

eruptions that can also abruptly change and destabilize our climate in ways that could impact

glaciers.Hundreds of thousands of years ago, Antarctica was largely ice free, while now it has

layers of ice thousands of meters thick. Now Antarctica’s ice is melting, because the climate of

the Earth is changing. One day, maybe not too far off in the future, Antarctica will again be ice

free. Glaciers come and go because of the Earth’s constantly changing position in its oscillating

orbit and the changing pattern of that orbit around the sun. These external and natural

phenomena bring on and phase out our cyclical ice ages. We can argue as to whether or not

unnatural phenomena like human activity can cause global climate changes that melt away

glaciers, but again, the reality is that glaciers are melting and this is now more obvious than

ever before. The question really is how this will change our lives and how we can address

glacier melt and maybe slow it down to avoid the most severe impacts that it will bring. We

must understand how it may make life difficult or even unlivable for certain segments of the

population and whether or not we can stop it or at least slow the rate of melt before it’s too late.



As a very last resort, we should better understand the impacts of glacier melt so that we can

better adapt to our climate as well as help others adapt who do not have the means or capacity

to do so.As far as natural Earth climate cycles are concerned, we are currently at the end of an

ice age, which means much of the glacier presence on the Earth (compared to a full on ice

age) has already dwindled from what it was 10,000 or 20,000 years ago. In the future, probably

many millennia from now, vast areas of the Earth will once again be covered by ice, and the

Earth will be much colder than it is today. For the moment, it is warming at an unprecedented

rate in modern human history. That news bit from Antarctica about it reaching 65°F (18°C) is

alarming. It is a record-setting temperature in a part of the world that should be cold, but

suddenly, is not.The issue of anthropogenic climate change (human-induced climate change)

is certainly on the forefront of global political discussion and tension. It has even spilled over to

dinner table discussions. This is so because we are seeing the instability of climate-related

events growing in frequency. Unusually hot days in cold places—like that recent record high

temperature in Antarctica—are becoming the norm. The recent fires we saw burn in places like

Australia and California and the record-breaking temperatures of 130°F (54°C) in parts of the

American West are indicators that something is out of sync. Scientific opinion has already

converged on the idea that humans as opposed to natural phenomena are indeed impacting

and changing the Earth’s planetary climate. Some refer to this era we are living as the

Anthropocene, an era where humans, as opposed to Nature, define our geological

times.Whether or not you, the reader, believe that people are causing climate change to

accelerate, the fact is, we are losing our glaciers to a warming environment: glacier demise is

not only real, it is also critically important to all of us. I accept the scientific consensus on

anthropogenic climate change, but at the end of the day, for you, the reader, it doesn’t really

matter whether you do or do not. Nor am I writing this book to convince you that we are the

cause of climate change. I am writing this book to draw attention to the risks of continued rapid

glacier melt and to send out a warning and signal that we must act now, individually (that’s you)

and collectively (our governments, our companies, and our societies). If rapid glacier melt

continues at the current pace, which seems likely, we’re in trouble, as we will see drastic and

catastrophic changes to our global ecosystems. In fact, we are already seeing these changes

starting to happen.We are in a position to do something about climate change, if we set

ourselves to this task. Our power to change the global climate became evident during the

COVID-19 pandemic. We cleaned the planet’s air in mere weeks. Cleaning the air, for instance,

is of enormous help in saving glaciers. We can do it again, and we can do more. We can make

the changes we need to make. If we don’t the consequences will be severe.Meltdown is about

the impacts of glacier melt to our planetary environment.To properly understand the role

glaciers play in our global ecosystem and realize the significance of their demise, we need to

understand glaciers, which for the most part, few people do. Once we see and understand their

majestic beauty and the critical role they play in keeping our climate stable, we can begin to

explore ways to help conserve their delicate ecosystems, necessary for their healthy survival

and sustainability. Knowing how melting glaciers are impacting our Earth, and how their demise

will further impact our planet, is also important for us to prepare for change, not only for our

living generation, but for generations to come.We should also consider that the disappearance

of our glaciers would impose severe limitations on our natural ecosystems, and so it is

important to understand glaciers’ functions and dynamics so that we not only protect them, but

adjust our environments to their absence. In some places where glaciers have already

dwindled or disappeared, or where water is becoming ever scarcer, some people have already

begun to study how natural glaciers function and are taking action to generate artificial glacier



dynamics by mimicking and recreating glacier ecosystems (I call them glaciosystems) where

artificial glaciers can form and thrive, and in so doing, recreating their cooling and water

conservation and production capacity. Yes, people are “making” artificial glaciers as natural

glaciers melt!Our Earth’s climate can provide, for many more generations, and even for

millennia, a comfortable human existence with livable ecosystems. However, if our glaciers

melt away, those ecosystems will surely undergo major change, and become unable to sustain

human life, or at least a version of life that we find appealing.For this reason, Meltdown: The

Earth Without Glaciers should be a book that is of interest to everyone, independent of their

political ideology or their position on climate change.I invite you to explore these pages, and

hopefully, like me, you will be inspired to visit a glacier, and maybe even do something to help
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you helped me see for the first time, and long conversations with you guys made it happen.

Thank you!Cedomir Marangunic (Geoestudios, of Chile), Juan Carlos Leiva (IANIGLA, of

Argentina), Benjamín Morales Arnao (Patronato de las Montañas Andinas, of Peru), and

Bernard Francou (IRD, of France) were my personal and virtual instructors in the first course I

ever took on glaciology organized by the UN’s Environmental Program (UNEP) in Chile. I have

kept in touch with them over the years and each time I have a question to answer, they oblige,

sometimes with very lengthy emails.Cedomir (Chedo to his friends) always has unique insight

into the world of those enigmatic rock glaciers. Juan Carlos has inundated me with academic

material, research papers, and studies. Benjamín has provided inspiration from Peru, where

after decades of work to avoid glacier tsunamis in the Cordillera Blanca Mountains he is

showing us that we can still do much to protect our glaciers and our communities. And then

there’s Bernard with whom I spent long coffee breaks and dinner hours during various glacier

courses and on our visit to several glaciers in Ecuador and Chile. Bernard has shared his deep

and first-hand knowledge of the receding glaciers of the Tropical Andes. Together we came up

with the idea of a new term, cryoactivism, that is, activism to protect glaciers. Thank you!I am

especially in debt to three expert glaciologists and more specifically, geo-cryologists (those

who study glaciers, ice, rocks, and their relationship) whose direct contribution to my work has

been paramount: Juan Pablo Milana, Alexander Brenning, and Mateo Martini. They stuck their

necks out and agreed to review my publications, signing their names to my glacier inventories

as academic and professional reviewers of my work, when many others would not dare to have

their name associated with me, one of the crazy environmental activists. Academics rarely walk

across that bridge, and they did, for the betterment of society and of our planet. Juan Pablo is

perhaps one of the most knowledgeable specialists of the periglacial environment, having

spent the better portion of his career among the rock glaciers and frozen grounds of the

Central Andes. Alexander Brenning deserves a fair share of gratitude (from everyone who

cares about glacier protection) as he was one of the first (if not the first) brave souls in the

academic glacier world to question and reveal mining impacts to glaciers. Glaciologists simply

didn’t do that. Those that studied mining impacts to glaciers were working for the mining

companies, and if they did come out and publicly recognize the impact, they wouldn’t get work.

I remember when I did my first rock glacier inventory, I cold-called Alex in Canada, where he

lived and worked at the time, and pleaded him to review my inventory and to teach me how to

identify rock glaciers and other permafrost features on Google Earth. Thousands of rocks

glaciers inventoried later, Alex is to thank. Mateo Martini, Doctor in Geological Studies of the

University of Cordoba, Argentina, also contributed his time and his good name to undersigning

my work. Without him, I would have never been able to legitimize much of the material to

protect glaciers from mining impacts that I have produced over the years. Thank you!I must

recognize the folks at the IANIGLA, Argentina’s Snow and Glacier Institute, particularly the

contribution of Dario Trombotto, one of the world’s most knowledgeable geo-cryologists and

periglacial environment specialists. Dario also has offered his broad knowledge, freely, openly,

and has patiently answered many questions about the dynamics of rock glaciers and

permafrost and has shared much of his work, publications, pictures, and other materials that

have been critical to my work and research. We are all indebted to Dario as one of the co-

authors of the very first glacier bill drafted and eventually enacted into law and for having

wisely included rock glaciers and the periglacial environment as protected resources in that bill.



Ricardo Villalba, then Director of the IANIGLA, also contributed to ensuring the political

support necessary to sustain the law and fight back against a presidential veto that

undermined it. Thank you!Thanks go also to Stephan Gruber, of the University of Zurich, who

shared his permafrost zoning map tool with me and with whom I’ve had several

communications over the years to discuss the particularities of his unparalleled tool for finding

frozen grounds around the planet. Thank you!I would also like to thank some of the key

cryoactivists (you may not consider yourselves cryoactivists, but you are) who helped with the

content of Meltdown, through interviews, through your own research and publications, and by

answering many inquiries that I sent around. A shout out to John Englander, author of High

Tide on Main Street (2012) and Moving to Higher Ground (2021) whom I met in Delray, Florida,

not too long ago. We discussed approaches to climate change communication, something that

seems to be simple to convey, but always falls short of achieving the action needed to revert

our climate emergency. Thanks to Henry Fountain who I met to discuss his climate beat at the

New York Times and his work on bringing global attention to glacier vulnerability. Your work is

inspiring. Thank you!I want to thank Jared Blumenfeld, currently head of California’s

Environmental Protection Agency. He’s had pretty important job titles before, but what I take

away from his friendship over the years is his ability to boldly lead, to take steps that really

make a difference when others fear standing up for what may be hard but is also the right thing

to do, like when he was San Francisco’s Environment Director and made it the first city ever to

ban plastic bags outright. That is merely one example of the many politically challenging

actions he has taken and he keeps taking to fix our planet. Just as this book went to press,

California’s governor, Gavin Newsom, along with Jared and Mary Nichols of the California Air

Resources Board, announced a ban on the production of external combustion engines in

automobiles and trucks manufactured in California by 2035 and 2045, respectively. That’s what

I mean by bold! Not many will throw down the gauntlet in that way! I encourage you to listen to

Jared’s Podship Earth environmental podcasts, which are always unique and inspiring. One of

these we did together and is about rock glaciers! Thank you Jared!Thank you to Connie Millar,

David Herbst, and Adam Riffle, who accompanied me and Jared on our trek to study the Sierra

Nevada rock glaciers, those invisible subsurface glaciers that will survive when all of the other

glaciers melt away. Connie is a fabulous human being who has devoted her life and heart to

study the high mountain environments of the Sierra Nevada. Her work is inspirational. Thank

you! David is a biologist who also has been a life-long activist, helping save Mono Lake and

fighting for more sustainable ways to relate to our hydrology in the American West. Thank you,

David! Adam helped the Center for Human Rights and Environment (CHRE) launch its

Cryoactivism Program and now works in the forestry sector in Washington State. Thank you!

Special thanks goes to Durwood Zaelke, founder and CEO of the Institute for Governance and

Sustainable Development (IGSD), a small but phenomenal and globally relevant environmental

climate policy organization that has single-handedly led global leaders to act on climate.

Durwood has provided incisive contributions that have helped steer the world toward some of

the most critical and necessary policies and actions taken to date (and still to be taken) to

contain and hopefully reverse climate change. Durwood’s tireless energy and his unwavering

commitment to stopping climate change is contagious and provides all of us a beacon of hope

to help guide us and offer us the reassurance that through human ingenuity, passion and hard

work, we will get the job done. To this day I receive emails from Durwood at late hours of the

night or just before dawn as he works tirelessly to help mend our planet. I am indebted to

Durwood for many reasons, but perhaps the most important one is that he believed in me and

in us (at CHRE) when our nonprofit environmental and human rights organization was only an



idea written on the back of an envelope in 1998. His unselfish support and his friendship along

the way gave us the courage and the inspiration to do the impossible. Thank you!To Gabrielle

Dreyfus, or Gabby (the ice-cubologist as her dad called her), who showed up at the very end of

this project and offered fascinating discussion about the possible onset of a new ice age, about

Snowball Earth or Hothouse Earth theories that suggest we may have missed the onramp to

the next ice age. Our latest discussion was about how the actual switching of the Earth’s poles

might radically change our climate. I don’t know if we’ve gotten any closer to figuring out when

the next ice age will come, but I truly enjoyed our nerdy ice age conversations about

Milankovitch Cycles. Who else would enjoy that??? Thank you!A young woman from

Nantucket, Amelia Murphy, showed up one day online to offer her help to edit, correct, and

research different sections of Meltdown. You know all of the work you’ve done to make this

happen. More importantly however, in the middle of the COVID-19 pandemic, we wrote an

article together, which is included here as Chapter 10, to look at how the world responded to

COVID-19, and why we’re not responding the same way to climate change. I am 53 and she’s

21, not much older than my daughter. I was blown away by her wisdom, her freshness, and her

uncanny ability to take new information and run with it. Whether she is researching the

vulnerability of the Antarctic ice sheet or studying policy to reduce the urban heat island effect

in Stockton, California, she comes through with marvelous content and analysis. She’s still

helping me edit this book (well now it’s off to print, so she’s done) but we are now working

together to advance climate policy and environmental justice in California and around the

world. Amelia, thank you!Much appreciation to my editor, Jeremy Lewis, and assistant editor,

Bronwyn Geyer, of Oxford University Press, who understood the value of tackling the issue of

melting glaciers and have strongly supported my work. They have made this second book

come together seamlessly. A shoutout also goes to Mark Carey of the University of Oregon,

author of In the Shadow of Melting Glaciers. Mark introduced me to Oxford University Press

before I wrote Glaciers: The Politics of Ice. This book would not exist had that introduction not

occurred. I also cannot leave out the copyeditor who showed up for me (but not for you) in the

“track changes” version of the manuscript: Bríd Nowlan. She read every word carefully,

checked footnotes and acronyms, and made those many detailed grammatical corrections and

stylistic changes that make everything for you, the reader, so much smoother. Another invisible

but crucial person, James Fraleigh, the final cut proofreader, made the very last detailed

checks, catching persistent typos and inconsistencies. Thank you both! Finally, special thanks

to the editorial team led by Project Manager Ponneelan Moorthy and Production Editor Leslie

Johnson. Ponneelan and Leslie kept everything on track and handled communication with me

and between the various team members. Thank you!Finally, my family. Angelina, Ulises, and

my wife Romina, who are fed up with me always talking about glaciers. When we sit down to

plan out family vacations, they always know what’s coming. The last time we went to Alaska,

and now, Colorado, of course, to visit glaciers. In Alaska, I dropped my wife down into a glacier

moulin, and somehow she got out okay, and frankly I’m glad she did. On that family vacation, I

had to mix things up a bit for them; the whole two-week trip was a surprise; they found out each

day which glacier we were visiting. Ice-climbing, glacier traversing, moulin drops, canoeing by

glaciers, or seeing them from the glacier train, it was an awesome trip! I am so glad I am part

of my family. Thank you!Jorge Daniel TaillantIntroduction[If you have an Instagram account,

follow #glacier and enjoy incredible glacier images while you read this book.]The day I

discovered that a mining company wanted to dynamite three glaciers to get at the gold

beneath, I became a cryoactivist.At the time, I didn’t know what a cryoactivist was. In fact the

words cryoactivist and cryoactivism1 hadn’t even been invented yet. They would be. I wasn’t



sure exactly why a mining company would want to put dynamite to ice, but it sounded

profoundly wrong to me (and it was). That’s where it all began and as time went on, my urge to

protect glaciers and everything about them only became stronger.As I jumped into all things

related to glaciers, I discovered a world that was completely esoteric to me and realized that

the same was true for most people going about their daily lives. I hadn’t really ever thought

about the importance of glaciers to our planet’s environment, nor how their presence (or lack

thereof) determines how, where, and if we can live on Earth.Our Earth’s surface comes in one

of three varieties: water, land, or ice. The percentages are, respectively, 71%, 19%, and 10%.

Now consider this. Of all of the water on Earth (including ocean water, rivers, lakes, and water

contained in ice), only 2% is freshwater (that means that only 2% of the water on Earth is

drinkable). The rest is in the oceans and is too salty to use, unless you spend lots of money

and energy to desalinate it. Of that critical but minuscule amount (the 2%) of freshwater

available for us to do things like drink, cook, bathe, flush toilets, wash dishes, water plants,

irrigate farms, run industries, etc., an astounding 75% is in ice, glacier ice to be precise, most

of it packed away in sheets of ice tens of thousands of feet (thousands of meters) thick at our

polar extremes. Conclusion: most of our freshwater is in glaciers.A significant portion of the

water we use for drinking, however, is stored in glaciers found in high altitude mountain

environments, like the Sierra Nevada of California or along the Rocky Mountains, in the Alps of

Europe, in the Andes of South America, or in the Himalayas in Central Asia. The glaciers up in

these, and in many other high mountain environments around the world, are rivers of ice

flowing down the coldest mountaintops of the planet. Glaciers are where most of the Earth’s

stored freshwater is conveniently packaged away, ready for use when we need it most. The

more I read and the more I delved into the world of glaciers, the more I discovered that glaciers

were a critical part of our ecosystem, despite the fact that we knew (and that I knew) very little

about them.As I fell into the cryosphere (the Earth’s frozen environment), I discovered

unexpected things related to glaciers that completely startled me. This new information about

this obscure ice located in remote places of the world took me to entirely new levels of

awareness about my environment. Ironically, while glaciers account for about 10% of the

planet’s surface area,2 most people have never seen a glacier. Most people have seen lakes,

rivers or streams, mountains, the sea, the plains, and forests, but have you seen a glacier?

Probably not. Most people around the world drink glacier meltwater, but are likely unaware that

the water they drink is at least partially derived from a glacier. They also ignore the fact that if

glaciers disappear (and they are disappearing), many communities may no longer have access

to freshwater in their local environments.As I read more and more about glaciers—collecting

books, pamphlets, and academic papers—watched documentaries about the cryosphere, and

visited glaciers and their surroundings, I learned that you can travel in time through glacier ice

and breath air that existed over a hundred thousand years ago, even close to a million years

ago. Glaciers are a remarkable natural safe-deposit box of our planetary history.I also learned

that some glaciers, because of their massive size and instability, can cause ferocious tsunamis

that can abruptly and without warning kill thousands of people and flatten entire towns. I

learned that glaciers are like black holes that devour things coming too close to their

gravitational energy, trapping and preserving prehistoric creatures, swallowing up entire

airplanes, and burying mysteries for generations and generations, even for millennia. I learned

for instance that some ice in our cryosphere, incredibly, is flammable. Yes, ice can catch on fire!

In fact, there is more methane gas in permafrost (ice in frozen grounds) than in all of the rest of

globally available fossil fuel reserves combined! Who would have thought that ice contained

fossil fuels! I surely didn’t.I read about armies that decided to bomb glaciers with attack planes



fearing that they might take over communities as they advanced over land—not surprisingly,

the bombs made no visible impact on the impervious glacier that simply went about its normal

flow of affairs. I even discovered that some glaciers are invisible—that’s right, you can’t see

them, until someone shows you where and how to look at the Earth, and then, by the art of

magic, colossally large glaciers appear right before your eyes where before there was nothing

but earth and stone! It never fails, each time I find one of these magnificent invisible glaciers on

a mountain I am blown away. You will learn to find these invisible glaciers by reading this book,

and I assure you, you will have the same exciting feeling of discovery each time you locate one!

Curiously, when I started trying to educate myself about glaciers, I found it both remarkable

and frustrating that there is no college degree in glaciology per se. You may have heard of

glaciologists, but actually, they too, like glaciers, are an intangible enigmatic bunch. Formally,

glaciologists don’t really exist, that is, they are instead geologists, geographers, or hydrologists,

or like me, a new variety of glaciologist, they can also be political scientists, drawn by the

majestic beauty of the cryosphere and the conviction that through public policy, we should be

aware of and protect this delicate natural resource. Anyone, from nearly any field, can be, if

they so desire, a glaciologist, and study the relationship of our icy eco-friends to their field.

There are even anthropologists that develop expertise in the relationship between people and

glaciers.As a career environmental policy expert (not necessarily a glacier specialist), I thought

I knew about our global hydrological resources. In fact, two decades ago, I was part of a fairly

small number of environmental and human rights activists trying to convince global

governance institutions like the UN that people had a “right to water.” What I didn’t realize then

was that glaciers hold most of our freshwater! And they play a critical role in how our global

freshwater supply gets fed into the environment.Here I was, fighting for the right to water,

globally, and before some of the world’s most important human rights agencies, but ultimately,

without glaciers the right to water would be practically unattainable! There was a gap there that

I needed to fill. For that reason, and urged on by my good friend John Bonine, an

environmental law professor at the University of Oregon, and founder of the Environmental Law

Alliance Worldwide (ELAW), I eventually wrote a paper that was published in an environmental

law journal, positing the importance of establishing “the human right … to glaciers?”3 It was at

a symposium at the University of Oregon, to honor John’s late wife Svitlana Kravchenko, a bold

human rights activist, that I met Mark Carey, author of In the Shadow of Melting Glaciers, who

introduced me to my publisher.I would also discover a special breed of glaciers, special

because they are in fact invisible. I’d like to take a moment to explain this incredible

phenomenon which most people, even many glaciologists, know little or nothing about. As I

have said, most people are fairly impervious to glaciers, and figuratively we might say that

glaciers are invisible to the greater population, but there are glaciers that in fact actually are

invisible.These “invisible” glaciers exist beneath the surface of the Earth, in places we would

never imagine they might. These are glaciers that you can’t see until someone tells you where

to look for them, and then, suddenly, as if a curtain is pulled away from Nature, we begin to find

ice where before the only thing we saw were rocks.In California for example, the Sierra Nevada

has nearly lost all of its many hundreds of visible surface glaciers, and yet, there are over a

thousand invisible subsurface rock glaciers4 (follow #rockglacier on Instagram to see some

amazing photos of these frozen beasts) that few Californians know anything about. Some of

these subsurface glaciers are hundreds of feet thick and up to a mile or more wide and long.

They are rivers of thick solid ice, beneath the surface of the Earth, displaying many of the same

properties of visible white surface glaciers, such as the fact that they slither down

mountainsides.5Accompanied by rock glacier specialist Connie Millar, a paleo-ecologist, and



Jared Blumenfeld, head of California’s Environmental Protection Agency, I organized a scoping

exercise of some of these magnificent cryospheric reserves, which, unbeknown to most

Californians, are critical to the state’s water supply. You can listen to a short podcast about this

wonderful trip we did to the top of the Sierra Nevada at Jared’s Podship Earth podcast series.In

the world of glaciology, these subsurface rock glaciers form part of what is called the

“periglacial environment,” which includes permafrost (or permanently frozen grounds) rich in

ice and water. These subterranean ice reserves in a drought-stricken area like California or the

northern Central Andes, for instance, provide critical water supply year round to the

communities and ecosystems below them, and yet, residents in these regions generally are

oblivious to the existence and much less to the hydrological dynamics and importance of this

water resource. Even the most seasoned environmentalists rarely know of the existence of this

critical water supply found in rock glaciers and other elements of the periglacial (permafrost)

environment.Californians, for instance, are obsessed with the yearly snow pack—which they

rely on to provide water to their drought-stricken state, yet they are woefully unaware of the

hundreds, even thousands, of invisible rock glaciers and extensive ice-rich frozen grounds in

the Sierra Nevada just above their noses. These are a truly important piece of their

hydrological lifeline after the seasonal snow has melted, during droughts and in future climate

scenarios for California when all of the visible surface glaciers finally wither completely away.

Rock glaciers and frozen grounds of the periglacial environment (known more commonly as

permafrost) provide water to all of the downstream communities beneath them, and yet, try to

find information about this critical natural resource and your search will not be easy.The more I

discovered about glaciers and rock glaciers, the more I realized they existed in nearly all parts

of the world, and the more I found that they really were an important and critical part of the

delicate balance of our global and local ecosystems. I was even more startled to learn that

despite this monumental importance of glaciers to our global ecosystems, and to our daily

hydrological needs, there were no laws in any country on the planet specifically designed to

protect them. Let me repeat that because it is truly startling. There were no laws anywhere on

the planet to specifically protect glaciers.6 That’s a big statement for such an important natural

resource, given that we have policies and laws to protect so many other natural resources,

including all sorts of species small and large. That was one of the most sobering discoveries I

made about glaciers, along with the fact that they are for the most part withering away due to

climate change. All of these things were new to me, as they may be to you reading this book

now.Until the day that I learned that a mining company was purposefully destroying glaciers to

get at gold, I had never given glaciers a second thought as such an important natural resource.

I might venture to guess that you, the reader, probably have not either, simply because most

people do not.That time for me (in the mid 2000s) coincided approximately with the world tour

of former US Vice President Al Gore, who was going around the planet showing his now very

well known “Inconvenient Truth” PowerPoint presentation, warning people about climate

change and its implications. That was a climate awakening time for the world, and for me, that

included an awakening to the world of glaciers.It was a time when society began to understand

that there was something profoundly wrong with our planet’s environmental and climate health.

We had already been deep in discussion about environmental sustainability and pollution, but

the worry over climate was only just beginning. The scientific community latched on to glaciers

as an indicator and thermometer to show the problem that we were facing and that we

continue to face today.Lately, it seems we hear about glacier melt almost daily, as a sign of a

collapsing climate ecosystem, but rarely do we delve into the fundamental reasons why

glaciers melt and how it really does matter to our daily lives that they are melting and that as



time goes by, they are melting faster and faster. When I awoke to these issues, I personally

began to see the ice and felt a chilling urgency to do something about it.We know less about

glaciers because we’ve probably never been to a glacier. Glaciers are hard to get to. They are

either at very high latitudes north or south of the equator (near the Arctic or in the Antarctic

regions) or they’re up there, at high elevations, above 4 or 5 thousand meters (13,000–16,000

feet) where it’s cold and hard to breathe, in some of the most remote and inhospitable areas of

the planet. Some people simply cannot visit glaciers because they quickly get ill at high

elevations. Anyone that has ventured into glacier terrain in high mountain environments for the

first time will attest that your head starts to hurt, your legs get shaky, your heart starts to

pound, and your breath gets heavy. Mountaineers in the Himalaya refer to the very highest

regions of the mountains as “the death zone,” where the body starts to shut down and literally,

die. This remoteness of glaciers, and the harsh environment they are located in, is one

important reason for our global ignorance of such a significant resource.In the Central Andes

for example, you need to drive six or seven hours on dirt roads, sometimes traveling on

horseback or on foot for days, to see a glacier. The weather at these sites is often inclement,

and if you get caught in a snowstorm, or in really cold weather, which can happen any day of

the year, even in the middle of summer, the environment can be deadly. At Pakistan’s highest

peak, K2 (8,611 meters or 29,029 feet), the second-highest mountain in the world after

Everest, one in four mountain climbers attempting to get to the top of this remote glacier-

topped mountain dies during the ascent. K-2 is so remote and difficult to get to that it is

believed few people even knew it existed, and hence it didn’t even have a name when modern

society discovered it. That would make sense because of the difficult terrain that must be

crossed to get to the mountain, and the fact that it is not visible from the closest community

(Askole) to the peak. Some call K2 the Savage Mountain. The name Chogori, meaning simply

“big mountain” in the local language, has been suggested. An Italian mountaineer named

Fosco Maraini didn’t like the name K2, so impersonal and unbecoming to such an impressive

peak. This is what he had to say about “the big mountain … just the bare bones of a name, all

rock and ice and storm and abyss. It makes no attempt to sound human. It is atoms and stars.

It has the nakedness of the world before the first man. Or of the cindered planet after the last.”

7It’s no wonder we never see glaciers—unless it’s from a comfortable cruise ship hired in

Alaska or Patagonia to watch glacier calvings (when large pieces of ice fall off of the face of a

glacier) or viewing an environmental documentary narrated by Sir David Attenborough,8 who

has done so much to raise the global awareness of our fragile environment. It’s hard to

empathize with, or to truly understand, something that we have never seen or felt before in

person. What is certain is that those who have been to glaciers walk away with unforgettable

breathtaking memories of Mother Nature’s awe-inspiring beauty and power. The sheer size of

glaciers, when we first see them, shocks and humbles, as Mother Nature reminds us that

comparatively, we are truly insignificant.My first time at a glacier was in Patagonia, at the Perito

Moreno Glacier in Argentina. I was 18 years old at the time and have that moment etched in

my memory as I sat for hours drinking maté (an Argentine tea), watching colossal pieces of ice

the size of buildings fall in what seemed like slow motion onto the lake water below, creating a

thundering sound that echoed throughout the valley seconds later. It was truly a majestic,

surreal, and humbling experience that I will never forget.Where we do come into contact with

glaciers, as lately, is through news media. Already for the past several years, we’ve been

hearing recurring news briefs (more recently it’s been almost daily or weekly) about melting

polar icecaps and massive cracks forming in Antarctic ice sheets. We hear and can actually

see now that the ice covering the South Pole as well as glaciers and sea ice in the Arctic are



rapidly dwindling. We hear about giant pieces of ice breaking off of large ice sheets the size of

countries or even continents. Enormous schisms are appearing in once solid country-sized ice

blocks of Antarctica at the South Pole near the Amundsen Sea.We hear about glacier pieces

the size of Manhattan or others much larger suddenly tumbling off of glaciers, rolling and

collapsing into the ocean, and becoming floating icebergs.9 Once these monstrous ice blocks

completely melt away, the largest ones have the potential of raising the level of the sea by

several feet, and this will occur during our lifetimes. We also hear that climate change is

happening faster at the world’s extreme polar environments, at rates double or triple of what is

occurring around the rest of the planet. Melting glaciers are revealing landforms beneath the

ice all over the Earth. Alaskan glaciers for example, according to new studies, are actually

melting up to 100 times faster than previously thought.10The emerging news about glacier

melt is spilling over into new areas, and into our daily lives. For most people this is all quite

esoteric. It sounds alarming, but we are for the most part still detached from the news. We

might think that glacier retreat simply means the ice disappears from the mountain and that our

only loss is not being able to see these fantastic and massive ice bodies before they’re gone.

We don’t really fathom how these catastrophic environmental events at the extremes of the

Earth will affect us. What happens at one end of the Earth where we seldom or never go is

rarely linked in our minds to what happens in our local environment. But this is slowly

changing.With sea level rise flooding well-known areas and some of the world’s most famous

cities, with collapsing forest ecosystems, with climate wildfires destroying millions of acres of

land, with recurring and more severe storms and extreme inclement and unstable weather

becoming the norm, with many bizarre natural phenomena occupying daily news feeds and

exploding in social media and other news outlets, these phenomenon are in part attributable to

glacier melt. More and more, the consequences of glacier melt are becoming visible and

tangible to most of us, even if we are not making the connection between glaciers and climate

change. The link is slowly becoming clear, and little by little people are learning about these

trends and their origins. We are beginning to connect the dots, and perhaps this is why in the

last year or so, there has been far more political and policy attention, and media attention, to

climate change and to the urgent need to address it.In the middle of this growing ebb and flow

of news about our changing climate, natural phenomena involving glaciers still seem alien

because we are still far from the sources of the events. For most, glacier melt is still intangible

because we can’t really imagine these enormous natural occurrences happening so far away

from us. We can’t put them into perspective. We don’t really understand how big these glaciers

really are and how significant their breakup, destruction, and melting really is. Imagine flying

from Los Angeles to New York, or from Paris to New Delhi, from Cairo to Johannesburg, or

from Sydney to Beijing, and all you see beneath you is ice, for hours and hours on end! That’s

how big the biggest glaciers (the ice sheets) are. Now imagine these entire regions suddenly

breaking apart into colossal chucks of ice, slowly converted into meltwater eventually filling the

oceans and overflowing onto lands. The consequences, whether we see them or not, whether

we can fathom them or not, are huge.Glaciers from pole to pole, from mountain top to

mountain top in places like the Andes of South America, the Alps of Western Europe, the

Sierra Nevada of California, the Rocky Mountains of the United States and Canada, the

Caucasus of Western Asia, the Zangezur Mountains of Armenia, the Karakorum of Pakistan

and China, the Tian Shan of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, the Himalayas of Nepal and China,

or the ice-covered peaks of Kilimanjaro, are quickly retreating, melting away into their

ecosystems below; they’re melting faster than they can be replenished by snowfall. That’s how

you measure a glacier’s health. If a glacier can replenish the melted ice from its mass each



year by trapping newly fallen snow during the winter and converting it to ice, it is in ecological

balance. If it cannot, then it progressively melts into oblivion. Where glaciers now exist and are

melting, sooner or later, there will be no more glaciers.All around the world, glaciers are

retreating. Despite recurring snowfall in the winter season, and even despite occasional intense

snowstorms, average year-round ambient air temperature is rising faster and faster, making it

more and more difficult for ice to survive the spring, summer, and fall months. If more snow and

ice melts off than is replenished during the following winter, glacier sizes are reduced, and

each year, the glacier’s mass declines further. As this pattern repeats itself year after year and

decade after decade, we can see glacier retreat very clearly in most glacierized systems of the

world. Some of these glaciers may never return to their former splendor and provide those

critical functions they do to downstream communities and ecosystems. Some will have entirely

vanished within our lifetime. Some are already gone.The European Alps have lost half of their

total glacier ice in just over a century, and since 1980 melting is accelerating, says Dahr

Jamail, who has recently published moving book about glacier retreat called The End of Ice.

The same is occurring in the Himalayas, while massive areas of Antarctica are “hemorrhaging

ice as glaciers there retreat faster than anywhere on Earth.” Jamail quotes Donald Blankenship

of the University of Texas, who studies Antarctic glaciers: “The fuse is lit. We’re just running

around mapping where all the bombs are.”11Glacier National Park in the United States, for

example, is quickly becoming a glacierless national park. When first created by President Taft

and opened to the public in 1906, Glacier National Park had about 150 glaciers (not all glaciers

were registered at the time). A 2017 study by the United States Geological Survey (USGS)

revealed that the famous glaciers of the only glacier park in the United States have

deteriorated on average by one third since 1966. Today there are fewer than 30 left, and ten of

those have lost more than 50% of their volume over the past 50 years. Among these, Boulder

Glacier has lost a whopping 85% of its size during that period, while Blackfoot Glacier, once

the park’s largest, has lost 25% of its size. At the current pace of climate change, Blackfoot is

likely to disappear entirely by 2030.12 Daniel Fagre, one of the most well-known glaciologists

who studies the glaciers of Glacier National Park (and whom I’d like to meet one day) said

recently: “Things that normally happen in geological time are happening during the span of a

human lifetime. It’s like watching the Statue of Liberty melt.”13 I checked up on Fagre’s work at

Glacier National Park, and since the study, just two years later, four more glaciers vanished (or

are no longer considered glaciers because they have lost key characteristics, such as

movement). There are now twenty-six left, and counting.14The glacier reserves in other parts

of the United States also show alarming rates of deterioration. According to Andrew Fountain,

a professor of geology at Portland State University, the approximate 1,700 glaciers and

snowfields in California’s Sierra Nevada have dwindled by about 55%. In the Colorado Rockies,

the deterioration of glaciers is 42%, in the Cascades Range of the Pacific Northwest, it is

48%.15 Canada’s British Colombia and Alberta are projected to experience 70% glacier loss

by 2100.16According to data provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA), glacier retreat around the world is alarming. In the Himalayas, which, after the polar

icecaps, have the greatest number of glaciers, 95% of glaciers are retreating at alarming rates.

Some 30,000 square kilometers of glacier ice, providing 8.6 million cubic meters of water per

year are rapidly disappearing. Glaciers near Mt. Everest and in the Indian Himalayas are

retreating between 20 and 30 meters each year (65–98 feet). These glaciers feed critical rivers

such as the Ganges, as well as rivers in Nepal and Tibet.17 Kilimanjaro’s glaciers in Africa

(yes, there are glaciers in Africa) have melted by more than 80% since 1912, while arctic sea

ice has dwindled 10% in just three decades.18The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate



Change (more commonly referred to as the IPCC), the global multilateral scientific body most

responsible for addressing the science and politics of climate change, observed in its 2019

report, The Oceans and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate,Snow-cover duration has declined

in nearly all regions … Low elevation snow depth and extent have declined, … Mass changes

of glaciers in all mountain regions (excluding Canadian and Russian Arctic, Svalbard,

Greenland and Antarctica) was very likely [negative] … Sparse and unevenly distributed

measurements show an increase in permafrost temperature [that means permafrost is melting]

… Other observations reveal decreasing permafrost thickness and loss of ice in the

ground19.The IPCC report goes on to stress glacier melt processes also underway in Africa,

Asia, and Europe.Other factors, such as changes in meteorological variables other than air

temperature or internal glacier dynamics, have modified the temperature-induced glacier

response in some regions. For example, glacier mass loss over the last several decades on a

glacier in the European Alps was intensified by higher air moisture … changes in air moisture

have also been found to play a significant role in past glacier mass changes in Eastern Africa,

while an increase in short wave radiation due to reduced cloud cover contributed to an

acceleration in glacier recession in the Caucasus. In the Tian Shan mountains (in Asia)

changes in atmospheric circulation in the North Atlantic and North Pacific … resulted in an

abrupt reduction in precipitation and thus snow accumulation, amplifying temperature-induced

glacier mass loss.20Global warming is withering away glacier ice, melting glaciers faster than

winter snowfall replenishes them, progressively diminishing our planet’s permanent storage of

freshwater. The larger glaciers of Antarctica and the Arctic Regions are melting fast, faster in

fact than glaciers in other parts of the world.If you have never seen glacier melt in action, or

personally witnessed the startling evidence of receding glaciers, or even if you have, I suggest

you watch the award-winning glacier documentary Chasing Ice by James Balog.21 This

documentary captured glacier retreat in the Arctic in one of the most astounding live videos of

a collapsing glacier terminus the size of Manhattan Island. We are not used to seeing things

this big actually move so suddenly. The images of the film are beyond astonishing. The

magnitude of the events filmed by Balog in the Arctic are simply beyond our imagination. This

documentary should be watched by everyone. I was fortunate to see it on the big screen for

one of its premier showings during a snowstorm in New York City, where I had a speaking

engagement at Columbia University, coincidently on actions to preserve the right to water.So

you might be thinking, OK, so glaciers are melting, why is that so important?To begin with,

when glaciers melt, the water they release goes downstream. That in itself doesn’t seem to be

a problem, since we need and want to consume glacier meltwater for our various uses. Some

might think that the melting of glaciers is an opportunity to tap into some of that freshwater so

that we can increase our consumption, and that might be the case for some communities, like

Californians who so often have droughts that leave them without freshwater, but the benefits of

suddenly increasing glacier melt are generally short lived and very limited, and often

outweighed by the costs.Our ecosystems actually need glacier meltwater to remain constant

and healthy. The problem is that glaciers hold a lot of water, and for the most part, for many

thousands of years, the meltwater coming from glaciers into our ecosystems was balanced and

in equilibrium with our environments. We had just enough meltwater to keep all the plants and

other species happy and thriving. Now, with accelerated and imbalanced glacier melt, this

water is flowing too much, too cold, and too quickly. This greatly alters downstream

environments, setting all downstream flora and fauna completely off-kilter.Meanwhile the

glaciers we need most for freshwater consumption are also dwindling away at alarming rates.

According to the IPCC these critical glaciers will shrink by between 15% and 55% by the year



2100 and could even shrink to 85% of their present size if we are not able to contain global

warming trends. That means that the 2% of the planet’s water that is available to us as

freshwater is rapidly decreasing and literally draining into the oceans (causing even more

instability in our ocean ecosystems—we’ll talk more about this in Chapter 7). Our planet’s ice is

vanishing and with it, our global freshwater supply.Glacier melt will affect our planetary

ecosystem in ways that were unimaginable to us until recently. We’ll get into some of those

ways later in subsequent chapters. But here is the real question.Does glacier melt really matter

that much? And will it really change your life?This is the question that you may be asking at

this point, as will many others. Does it really matter that much? So what if the ice melts?

Should I really care? How will glaciers melting in the Arctic or in mountains that I will likely

never see, far from my home, really change my life?As a cryoactivist, worried about glacier

melt, the question and the responses I sometimes hear scare me, but I get it. The question and

the responses scare me because they are full of apathy—apathy that derives from

disconnection. But it is a very legitimate question for most people to ask. Just as we don’t really

know much about glaciers, many of us can’t quite fathom what glacier melt really means and

implies for us and for our daily lives. Does it really matter that ice that is so far away from where

I live melts away into the sea or that our planet’s natural solid freshwater storage facility

dwindles away?It will keep raining, so doesn’t rain provide us with all of the water we need?

We’ll get water from the snowmelt and it will fill our dams each year. And if it doesn’t snow

much we’ll build new dams to capture more snow. Won’t that be enough? When I was visiting

the Root Glacier in Kennecott, Alaska, I overheard someone at dinner at the Kennecott Lodge

(a person who, like me, was visiting the glacier) say to a friend, “I actually think it’s a good thing

that glaciers are melting, since before, the world was covered by ice and the melting of glaciers

has made the planet more habitable.”He was technically correct. The planet is actually more

habitable than it was during peak ice ages. Just think, during the peak of the last ice age, just a

few tens of thousands of years ago, most of the northern United States and all of Canada were

covered with uninhabitable ice. Where this person was wrong, however, is that the question is

not really about peak ice ages (say 20,000 years ago, for example), but rather, the temperate

climate that we live in today, and the role that glaciers play in that climate. In other words, we

shouldn’t be thinking about glacier maximums tens of thousands of years ago, when lots of the

planet was covered in ice and was uninhabitable, but rather our place today in the glacier

minimums, when we are (or have been for thousands of years) in rather pleasant inter-glacial

times.We’re pretty lucky to be living in this era, when for the most part, the planetary climate is

comparatively benevolent. In fact, our place on Earth is largely thanks to the fact that we’re

living in a glacier minimum, between ice ages. Our modern civilization probably wouldn’t exist

as it does today if it were not for this very comfortable inter-glacial period we were born into. It’s

incredible to imagine what global living conditions for humanity would be if half of North

America were covered by massive ice sheets, and fortunately for us, we don’t live in such an

environment. Except for Hollywood depictions of what life would be like if we were frozen over,

few can really comprehend what an ice age would look like, and how it would change our lives

if one suddenly took place (something that in nature actually takes tens of thousands of years

to play out). If you haven’t seen the movie The Day After Tomorrow, I suggest you do to get a

sense of what it would be like if the Earth were to suddenly freeze over!The Earth’s surface

goes through glaciated and non-glaciated phases, and our existence as a human race today is

taking place during a very small portion of these phases, when glacier presence, surface area

ice coverage, and our climate are just right, so that our existence on the planet is mild,

plentiful, and sustainable. For the most part, as a human population we live in areas not



covered by glaciers, and the glacier-cover that is on the Earth’s surface helps cool our planet

and make our lives livable. The current melting of our planet’s glaciers that is occurring

however, and its relevance for our way of life, suggests that not-so-good-times are coming.To

answer the question at the top of this section, surely it does matter that glaciers are

melting.Most people however, don’t really understand why it matters, but we do realize that if

one of the most significant natural resources on our planet, none other than freshwater,

disappears, something is wrong or will be wrong, and that it will have terrible consequences for

our way of life. But let’s be more specific.Sea Level RiseAs the first draft of the manuscript of

this book was finalized in early 2020, a news bit about flooding in the Florida Keys was

circulating among what had been for the last several years a mostly climate change skeptic

Florida population. The former governor of the state at one point even barred his employees

from mentioning the term “climate change” at public events.22 That would change! The article

about flooding in Stillwright Point, on one of the Florida Keys, that appeared in the Miami

Herald opened with:Saltwater has been flooding the low-lying streets of a Key Largo

neighborhood for more than 40 days, leaving many residents there trapped unless they can

walk or are willing to sacrifice their cars to the nearly foot-high corrosive seawater.23I checked

back on the Key Largo neighborhood a few weeks after that, and it was still flooded. It turned

out that the floodwaters would remain for about 90 days before they subsided. A newspaper

article celebrated the water’s retreat, with one local resident, Bill Marlow, exclaiming in

exasperation, “Freedom”!24 Residents are now pressing local and state government officials to

help build up their roads to stop the water, which they expect will return. The Florida

government, meanwhile, is suggesting to Keys residents in low-lying areas that maybe it’s time

to leave.Does this have to do with glaciers melting? The simple answer is yes!The oceans of

the world rise and fall as glaciers form and melt and as we move into and out of ice ages, or

glacial cycles. Glaciers are formed when ocean water is converted to snow and packed in

glacier ice. As the climate goes into warmer phases, glaciers around the world melt and return

the water they hold to the oceans. These phases between cold and warm global climate

oscillate every 100,000 years or so, influenced by variations of the Earth’s elliptical orbits, the

Earth’s tilt, and its positioning relative to the sun. These oscillations cause a very significant

change in global temperature, which results in an effective cyclical freezing and thawing of

significant portions of the planet.This in turn influences sea level oscillations that vary by more

than 600 feet (about 200 meters) between the highest and lowest points. Stop and think about

that for a moment, that’s the height of a 60-story building or two football fields placed

lengthwise on top of each other. Two hundred meters is almost as tall as the Golden Gate

Bridge. Imagine the sea rising and falling by that height. We are presently at the end of an ice

age, where much of our glacier ice that once covered the Earth (more than 60%) has already

melted into the ocean. We have about 30–40% of the world’s ice cover left, and when (and if)

all of that has melted, the oceans will rise further by some 200 additional feet (more than 60

meters). That would take ocean water level to the roadway of the Golden Gate Bridge. That

may occur well into the future, or it may happen very quickly. A significant portion of this

remaining glacier melt could even occur within our lifetimes. A not insignificant rise is already

occurring. Ask the people of Key Largo. Imagine that a big storm or other weather event floods

your neighborhood, which may already be at or close to sea level, and several weeks go by, but

the water doesn’t recede. In fact, it never recedes. In the case of Key Largo, it stuck around for

90 days, but that is probably not the last time such flooding will occur.In Florida, while the

government and real estate agents don’t like to talk about this much, this is happening.

Government agencies are telling people in the Keys in particularly low-lying areas that



recurrently flood, and that have lost property, that they should consider leaving.25 It’s only a

matter of time before those messages will begin to go out to people living on the mainland in

South Florida, in places like Miami-Dade County or Broward County and as far up as Palm

Beach County (where I live). All three of those counties, under a full glacier melt scenario

(which has happened many times during Earth’s geological history) have been at the bottom of

the ocean. And they will be again. I describe past and current flooding in South Florida in

Chapter 2.So while you may live in the comfort of a mountainous environment many feet above

sea level, for anyone living at sea level, even the rise of a few inches of the ocean could have

catastrophic consequences.Water SupplyGlaciers are important for many reasons, not just

because they determine sea level. Glaciers store water in ice form. Glaciers contain over 33

million cubic kilometers (km3) of freshwater.26 It’s hard to grasp just how much ice that really

is. The volume is simply far too large for our minds to understand. Let’s try.First imagine a

smaller (albeit still pretty large), more imaginable volume of ice that we can get our minds

around. Let’s say a big cube of ice the size of a city block. I’ve never seen a man-made ice

cube that large, and you probably haven’t either but let’s try to imagine it anyhow. In fact, why

don’t you actually walk outside now and look down the block to get a sense of the volume we’re

talking about. Look down the block, from corner to corner, and imagine the entire city block

formed by all four corners. Now look up, and project that block upward for the same distance as

the entire block. That’s the cube, completely filled with solid white ice. That’s a pretty big cube

of ice. That already is a structure larger than most structures you’ve ever seen. Now multiply

that cube by 10 city blocks, to the left, to the right, and up into the sky. Now that’s an enormous

cube of ice. It’s a stretch of the imagination. That’s about one kilometer cubed of ice. It’s already

becoming unimaginable because most of us have never seen anything made of ice or of any

other material that is that big. Not even the largest buildings are that big. And now comes the

real three-dimensional stretch of your imagination.Explode that volume to 33 million of these

huge cubes! That’s equivalent to taking that big cube of ice 10 city blocks long and placing it

together with another cube of the same size, and adding cubes one by one until you’ve created

an ice cube path that wraps around the Earth 825 times! Impossible to image, right? That’s

why we can’t really fathom just how big the ice on Earth really is. And it is that big.That’s a lot

of water, too much water to truly imagine. And yet, that’s how much ice is on our planet, and

that’s how much freshwater is stored in ice.In fact, 75% of the world’s freshwater is in glacier

ice. That statistic alone explains one of the key reasons why glaciers are so important. They

hold most of our freshwater. They are natural water reservoirs larger than any dam or storage

container society could ever build. Even the totality of all human-made dams all around the

world could only hold a minuscule amount of the freshwater held by glaciers.Now here is an

oddity about melting glaciers that for most people is completely counterintuitive. If glaciers are

melting faster than usual, then shouldn’t we have more freshwater water becoming available to

us? It makes sense? No? And yet, here is what most of the Earth’s climate scientists agree on:

The UN’s IPCC report on the Oceans and Cryosphere notes in 2019 that,Changes in snow

have changed the amount and seasonality of runoff in snow-dominated and glacier-fed river

basins with impacts on agriculture. … In some glacier-fed rivers, summer and annual runoff

have increased due to intensified glacier melt, but decreased where glacier meltwater has

lessened as glacier area shrinks. Decreases were observed especially in regions dominated by

small glaciers, such as the European Alps. In some areas, where glacier and snow meltwater

has decreased, especially where other climatic drivers or socio-economic stressors are also

present, agricultural productivity has declined, e.g., in the Western USA, High Mountain Asia

and the tropical Andes.”27So, while one would think that melting glaciers would provide more



water to agriculture, in fact, because glaciers are melting fast (and subsequently shrinking), in

some key regions where small glaciers are very significant contributors to local water supply,

shrinking glaciers actually have progressively less surface area and volume, so there is less to

melt each season. Bigger glaciers, particularly in the Polar Regions, which oftentimes melt into

the ocean instead of into water-dependent communities, melt off more water than smaller

glaciers … and so we can thus have a net reduction in glacier meltwater available even though

glaciers melt more and more each year!In sum, the melt from larger polar glaciers has a huge

impact on sea level rise, while the melt from smaller glaciers in the mountains in populated

regions poses risks to communities and delicate ecosystems downstream from high mountain

environments that depend on ecologically stable mountain glacier meltoff.Water Basin

RegulationFor communities fed by mountain rivers that are born at glacier terminuses, glacier

melt affecting water basin regulation is a key issue. This has to do with one of the key

“functions” of a glacier for the ecosystem.Glaciers are considered “water basin regulators.”

That’s a sophisticated way of saying that glaciers control the flow speed and amount of

freshwater feeding into the environment below. At the top of the water chain in some of the

world’s highest and coldest peaks, stored glacier ice retains water after springtime and

summer snowmelt. Yes, we get lots of water when the winter’s snowfall melts away in the

spring, but large ice bodies (glaciers) in mountains keep water in a solid state after that

seasonal snow melts, and a glacier’s extremely cold temperature is able to hold back water in

the form of ice for an extended period (melting very slowly over the post-snowmelt months,

until the next winter snowfall).In this way, glaciers provide steady and slow ice melt into the

waterways downstream. So after the rush of springtime seasonal snowmelt, glaciers keep the

water flowing (albeit at much slower rates) for the entire year. Think of glaciers acting like a big

water faucet on top of the mountain, opening slightly to let water trickle out little by little to meet

the ecosystem’s ongoing needs. Without glaciers, our mountain rivers and streams would dry

up relatively fast after the springtime snowmelt. In this way, glaciers feed downstream

ecosystems, agricultural lands, and communities that depend on yearlong water flow.Similarly,

during an especially dry year, or a drought that may last several years, mountain glacier ice will

also keep a minimal amount of water flowing into the ecosystem until nature brings back the

snow and the rain. Glaciers hence provide critical water supply for drought years to carry us

over until the next wet season. Again, without glaciers, we’re in trouble.Reflectivity/

AlbedoGlaciers cover 10% of the surface of the Earth. That means that 10% of the surface of

the Earth is white (or off-white, since most glaciers aren’t actually perfectly white), and

because lighter colors reflect more sunlight than darker colors, 10% of the Earth’s surface is

adequately adapted to reflect sunlight instead of absorbing it. This role of the Earth’s glacier

surface is critical to our global climate. Wear a black shirt on a very hot day, and you feel very

hot (your black shirt absorbs heat); wear a white shirt, and you’ll feel a little cooler. Glaciers are

white, so they make the planet cooler by reflecting solar heat. Remove the glaciers and Arctic

ice (as is occurring rapidly through climate change and resulting glacier melt), and the surface

below (land or water) is revealed (which makes the Earth, as seen from space, darker). The

brown, black, blue, green, and other hues of the Earth all absorb much more light than the

white of ice, which repels sunlight. That causes the Earth’s surface and surrounding

atmosphere to warm. Conclusion: melting glaciers (and the darker surfaces of the Earth that

are revealed) cause accelerated global warming and climate change through decreased

reflectivity and surface heat absorption. The more glaciers melt, the hotter our planet will

get.Ocean TemperatureGlacier melt also affects ocean temperature. When the glacier and sea

ice covering our planet melts away, the ice-covered areas of the oceans go from white to blue,



and the blue of the sea reflects less than the white of the ice, augmenting ocean temperatures

because the ocean acts as a heat-trapping body instead of having solar heat reflected off of ice

cover in its coldest regions. This is already happening. The year 2018, according to a study

published in Advances in Atmospheric Sciences, was the warmest on record for our oceans.

And the trend? The 2018 record beat the previous record set, you guessed it, in 2017. By the

time I sent this manuscript to press, in 2021, the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) had reported that 2020 broke the ocean temperature record. Ocean temperature

increases also result in the expansion of the ocean, increasing sea level rise, not only because

it has more water, but because as water warms it expands, causing the entire volume of the

ocean to expand. Warmer oceans note NCAR can cause a number of impacts including

supercharged hurricanes and more intense storms.28 The oceans are also great energy

conservers so that the warming of the ocean will continue long after the warming effects take

place. Coastal dwellers beware! Changes in ocean temperature not only affect the species that

live in the ocean, they also affect the cooling properties of global ocean streams and can affect

the surface air temperature, which subsequently affects the air streams. In this way, melting

glaciers can have effects on ocean temperature around the world.River Temperatures and

Impacts to Flora and FaunaRapidly accelerating glacier melt can also alter river waters and

related lake environments. If you consider that many species of flora and fauna live in and

along glacier-fed rivers and streams, it can be expected that changes in river flows and

temperature and other glacier-derived modifications to the natural environment will affect the

natural habitat of glacier-connected and glacier-dependent ecosystems, including the flora and

fauna that live in these ecosystems.Spawning grounds, for example of salmon, trout, and other

fish species that migrate through glacier- and permafrost-fed river systems (such as those in

Alaska, Canada, or the mainland of the northwestern United States) or in other high mountain

environments, are directly impacted by alterations of local ecosystems and particularly of

hydrological systems that are in constant change due to glacier melt. A New York Times

Special Report by Henry Fountain looked at this delicate balance in Washington State, “When

the Glaciers Disappear, Those Species Will Go Extinct.” Fountain reflects eerily on the plight of

river streams in the Pacific Northwest:As surely as they are melting elsewhere around the

world, glaciers are disappearing in North America, too. This great melting will affect

ecosystems and the creatures within them, like the salmon that spawn in meltwater streams.

This is on top of the effects on the water that billions of people drink, the crops they grow and

the energy they need. Glacier-fed ecosystems are delicately balanced, populated by species

that have adapted to the unique conditions of the streams. As glaciers shrink and meltwater

eventually declines, changes in water temperature, nutrient content and other characteristics

will disrupt those natural communities.29Toxic Emissions/Methane ReleaseGlaciers and other

permanently frozen environments of the Earth also hold danger in the form of organic material

buried in and under ice. Entire forests and other plants and wildlife that existed tens of

thousands or even hundreds of thousands of years ago, lay in frozen state. Now they are

thawing as glaciers and frozen earth saturated in ice melts and these prehistoric organic

wastelands are being unearthed. Revealing this organic matter causes gases to be released

into the atmosphere, including CO2 as well as ancient methane gas, which is contributing to

accelerated climate change. In certain ice, particularly in permafrost regions of the periglacial

environment (extensive swaths of frozen terrain which occupy 25% of the Earth), we find

compacted methane crystals, which are flammable. These are called methane hydrates or gas

hydrates. This is the “ice that burns.” Light a match to it and the ice actually catches

fire.Methane is a potent greenhouse gas that causes accelerated climate change at much



higher rates than CO2. A statistic that will probably surprise most people is that there are

greater fossil fuel reserves in ice crystals buried in frozen grounds than in all other sources of

fossil fuels combined. If our glaciers melt, in addition to the other impacts already mentioned,

CO2 and methane released from thawing frozen grounds will only further accelerate global

warming and climate change.Glacier Tsunamis/FloodingIf you’ve ever witnessed or even heard

of a glacier tsunami you might begin to realize the enormous power of glacier impacts.

Scientists refer to glacier tsunamis as glacier lake outburst floods (GLOFs). 30 I think glacier

tsunamis sounds more like what they really are.GLOFs are sudden collapses of large pieces of

ice that fall off of unstable glaciers (they are unstable because of the warming climate), pound

into glacier lakes, and cause deadly waves. The lakes located immediately below glaciers are

formed by receding melting glaciers. These receding melting glaciers leave large holes in the

earth where they once stood, and then through accelerated climate change and resulting

ambient warming, they melt to form lakes in those holes. When big pieces of ice falling off of

unstable melting glaciers (very big pieces the size of large buildings), collapse onto the glacier

lake water below, massive waves ensue.These deadly waves come raging down ravines, and

mountain valleys, taking out anything in their path. The IPCC’s 2019 report on the oceans and

cryosphere states on this point:“Glacier retreat and permafrost thaw have decreased the

stability of mountain slopes and the integrity of infrastructure. The number and area of glacier

lakes has increased in most regions in recent decades.”31This tells us is that in the future we

are likely to see an increase in glacier tsunamis. How serious are these events? One glacier

tsunami that occurred in the mid-20th century in Peru rumbled down a mountainside killing

thousands of people. One of the last cries heard in the village of Huaraz before the glacier

flood buried the town in ice, mud, rocks, and trees, killing thousands, was: “RUN! The mountain

is coming!” Moments later, an enormous flood of mud, rock, tree, water, and ice ran over the

town, in minutes, decimating everything.Prehistoric DiseasesDangerous elements can be

buried underneath millenary ice. Disease strains contained in frozen burial grounds, for

example, or in sick animals that have died from disease and have been conserved in ice, or in

plant matter, that have wiped out species thousands of years ago are being unearthed,

potentially bringing these human, animal, and plant diseases that were eradicated long ago,

back to life.Electricity GenerationAs noted earlier, glaciers in high mountain environments

create water flow through their melting cycles. Societies throughout the world have utilized this

glacier-melt flow by harnessing the force of water to generate electricity. Either by placing

generators in river streams or by damming glacier meltwater and creating large high-mountain

lakes, waterpower can be generated from glaciers and converted into an energy source.

Increased glacier melt can provide a temporary windfall of available water for power

generation, as some engineers are anticipating for places like the European Alps. For other

areas, however, as climate change modifies glacier-melt flows, and in some cases, reduces

glacier-meltwater availability (which will eventually happen even in places like the European

Alps), the continued use of glacier water to produce electricity is at risk.Tourism and Natural

BeautyGlaciers are truly majestic in their colossal size and breadth. They have attracted nature

lovers as far back as history has been recorded. Anyone who has been to a glacier can attest

to the awe-inspiring beauty of glaciers. In places like Alaska, Patagonia, Canada, Greenland,

Iceland, or the European Alps, glaciers generate significant tourism revenues and jobs

associated with the commerce that comes with people wanting to see glaciers. As glaciers

retreat, become more unstable and dangerous, or completely disappear, so will the allure and

majestic beauty, and the tourism revenues they generate. We will invariably lose this attraction

and with it significant parts of local economic prosperity. But we will also lose the aesthetic



value they contribute to our society. The deterioration of glaciers in Glacier National Park, that

will soon become glacierless, is a perfect example.These are but some of the consequences of

the melting of glaciers that we are already beginning to understand. Glacier ice melt is

revealing a story to us that we are piecing together slowly, but which is becoming ever clearer

as we learn more about how the cryosphere interacts with our global ecosystems. Something

is evidently profoundly wrong with the natural balance of things. Glacier melt, while we don’t

necessarily see it in our local environments, is a symptom that is calling out to us, and its

consequences, which we may not fathom entirely, are enormous.What Can We Do?Shouldn’t

we be doing something about glacier melt? Can we do something? Is it really that important?

Is it even possible to save glaciers?As an activist working for a nonprofit environmental

organization in South America for nearly two decades (we have since moved to Florida), I

thought I knew quite a bit about environmental laws and policies. I thought I knew what the

most critical environmental problems of our times were. And yet I didn’t realize that even

though glaciers held over three quarters of the natural resource most precious to us (besides

air), there wasn’t a single law on the books anywhere on the planet to specifically protect

glaciers. As mentioned above, few if any laws even mentioned the word “glacier,” this obscure

frozen state of water high up on the water chain.How could that be in a world so preoccupied

with environmental degradation? I thought surely countries like the United States, Canada,

Sweden, Austria, Nepal, France, Switzerland, China, or many of the world’s other countries

characterized by the presence of ice, big ice, had realized the importance of glaciers to our

planet and had drafted policies and laws to protect these magnificent bodies of ice, if only for

the purpose of sustaining our livelihoods.No. Not so. With all of the environmental movements

and causes out there around the world, and with all of the awareness of the importance of the

environment and sustainable development that has occurred globally over the past decades,

glaciers were and continue to be mostly unprotected.My quest to become a cryoactivist, a term

that is simply defined as someone who works to protect our frozen world (which includes

glaciers), led me to many discoveries about the particularities of glaciers, which I had no idea

about before embarking on the path of cryoactivism.I knew very little about glaciers before that

momentous day someone showed me how mining companies were dynamiting glaciers to

extract gold. I immediately felt a burning need to do something about glacier vulnerability. I had

to find a way to protect glaciers.Little did I know that by opening the Pandora’s Box of

glaciology I would become a cryoactivist, falling uncontrollably into a frozen crevasse of natural

beauty and significance beyond anything I could ever imagine.It was a glaciologist named

Bernard Francou who once said to me as we were on our way up to visit the Antisana Glacier

in Ecuador, “your work to protect glaciers is like that of a cryological activist.” We looked at

each other and almost mouthed in unison, coining that day the term “cryoactivist.”There are

many cryoactivists in the world, some with us today, some long gone, that have marked a clear

path to valuing and respecting our planet’s vulnerable glaciers. Louis Agassiz, a Swiss-born

naturalist who first proposed the existence of the ice ages that shaped our present-day planet,

was perhaps one of the world’s first cryoactivists.John Muir postulated, to much skepticism of

the time, that Yosemite was formed by flowing glaciers. Most didn’t believe him. Muir helped

establish one of the world’s most impressive natural laboratories to study the influence of

glaciers on our natural environment, Yosemite National Park.Then there are modern-day

cryoactivists who have understood the increasing vulnerability of glaciers and are today

contributing to the creation, conservation, protection, and even fabrication of glaciers critical to

human and natural existence. Here, I’d like to name a few that I have met or that have

influenced my work.They include: Chewang Norphel, the Ice Man of India who decided one



day to build his own glaciers to help provide more water supply to his environment; Dario

Trombotto, a geo-cryologist (someone who studies ice and its relationship to rocks) of

Argentina who was the inspiration to draft the first piece of legislation ever to protect the

periglacial environment; Alexander Brenning who wrote one of the first and most influential

academic articles on the substantial impacts of mining on rock glaciers in Chile, sparking a

social movement to protect the hitherto unknown periglacial environment; Daniel Fagre of

USGS who has devoted his life to understanding and communicating information about

deteriorating glaciers at Glacier National Park; Connie Millar who has devoted her life to

studying the enigmatic contribution of rock glaciers to the hydrological systems of the Sierra

Nevada; Juan Pablo Milana, a geo-cryologist of San Juan, Argentina, who was one of the first

to warn of mining impacts to glaciers in the high Central Andes on the border region between

Chile and Argentina; Cedomir Marangunic, a glaciologist (also a geo-cryologist) working in

Chile and devoting his career to better understanding glacier and rock glacier dynamics;

Benjamin Morales Arnao of Peru, who has worked to understand glacier tsunamis and their

risks to protect downstream communities; Bernard Francou of the Institute for Research and

Development in France, who has delved into glacier dynamics and steered his culminating

glaciological studies to look at the relationship between indigenous cultures and glaciers;

James Balog32 who produced the phenomenal documentary Chasing Ice—that everyone must

see—capturing time-lapse images of collapsing glaciers in Greenland and around the world

that was never before seen; and Kalia Moldogazieva of Kyrgyzstan who has fought tirelessly to

try to get a glacier protection law passed in her country, where mining impacts continue to

harm sensitive glacier environments. These are but a few of the cryoactivists I know that are

out there, fighting to save glaciers. There are many others I have not mentioned.Meltdown

shares the inspirations and concerns that I have come across in my quest to protect glaciers. It

is an attempt to convey in simple and understandable terms, the urgent need to address

climate change, not only to protect these magnificent natural water towers of insurmountable

beauty, but also to draw attention to how climate change is affecting our world. It sets out to

teach the general public, people who, perhaps like me not too long ago, know little or nothing at

all about glaciers or the cryosphere. It is also an effort to bring the attention of our society to

the need for a new path if we are to avoid losing glaciers all together.For the scientists out

there who often focus solely on the academic dimensions of glaciology, you may not find

material in this book that is relevant to your scientific knowledge about glaciers, but I challenge

you to reflect on its social, political, and community relevance, to explore the ways your

scientific work can contribute to our political and social understanding and to the policies to

protect and conserve the frozen domains that keep glaciers vividly healthy. What can you do

through your work and your profession to alter our global path to ensure that glaciers and

glacier environments and our climate are protected?33 That is a challenge that we should all

mutually strive for.Meltdown is a book written to answer the questions: Why are glaciers

important and why is their demise (glacier melt) important to you and to all of us in our ever-

changing environment? You are a part of this changing environment and climate, and you are

also a cause of the impact our climate is suffering, and I hope that this book helps you take a

step, however big or small, to lead the way to recuperate our climate, and our glaciers.1And

Then There Was Ice[follow #glacier on Instagram to receive daily images of some of the

world’s most fascinating glaciers][and have your smart phone ready for this chapter, you’ll need

it!]Have you ever been to a glacier? Probably not.So let’s go to one right now: pull out your

smart phone and open a map app, such as Google Maps. Put the app into satellite mode and

in the search box type the following GIS address, exactly as it appears here, including all



commas, periods, and spaces:45 52 28.85 N, 6 55 35.26 EYou may have to zoom in or out to

place the area in context and to see the full breadth of the image.This is the Mer de Glace (Sea

of Ice) Glacier in the French Alps near the town of Chamonix (fig. 1.1). This textbook valley

glacier is nestled in cirques (the ridges that form a sort of mountain armchair) of very high

mountains where it snows a lot and ice forms through prolonged snow accumulation.The Mer

de Glace Glacier is about 10 kilometers long (that’s about 6 miles) as the crow flies, and about

2 kilometers wide (1.6 miles) at its origin (the top of the mountain) and depending on how you

measure the length, it winds about 12 kilometers (7.5 miles) down the mountain—the real

length if you had to ski down the glacier. It is about 200 meters deep or about 650 feet (that is

the equivalent of a 65-story building). It flows downward approximately 100 meters per year. It

is the longest and largest glacier in France.And yes, people do ski on the Mer de Glace: one of

France’s most notorious ski resorts is at Chamonix.Figure 1.1 The Mer de Glace Glacier in

Chamonix, France.Source: Creative Commons Zero. GIS: 45 52 28.85 N, 6 55 35.26 EIf you’re

like most people, you’ve never seen a glacier in person. Why is that so? Well, first of all glaciers

are usually in very remote places. They are also in places where it’s very cold, since if it were

warmer, glaciers could not survive. The snow that falls in the area would melt away in the

spring and summer. Glaciers form because some of the snow that falls in the area survives

season after season, and as it accumulates from year to year, a glacier is born.For a glacier to

form and survive, daily temperature must average below freezing for the year. That makes

sense. Remember Frosty the Snowman’s tale, he’s made of ice, and melts away when the

temperature gets too warm. Glaciers are exactly the same. They need cold environments to

form, to thrive, and to persist. If the air temperature gets too warm on average, they melt.Most

people on our planet choose warmer climates to live in and to spend their leisure time in. They

don’t generally like to be where it’s always cold, and less so where it’s freezing for most of the

year. This is why we have generally not ventured to the places where glaciers thrive. It’s also

part of the reason humanity as a whole knows so little about glaciers.Glaciers are thus in very

remote locations, either at the planetary extremes close to the polar ice caps (also very remote

and hard to get to) or they are at very high altitudes, generally above 4,000 meters (above

13,000 feet) because as you go up mountains, the temperature drops quickly. The tops of very

high mountains are generally freezing for most of the year, ergo, that’s where glaciers live and

prosper.Humans don’t fare very well at such high altitudes. The air is thin, the body is weak, we

immediately get headaches when we climb high, and our energy levels are low. We also don’t

like the cold very much and will get frostbite if we stay for too long in these environments,

unless we’re clothed appropriately. In sum, we don’t generally visit glaciers because they exist

in places that are too remote, too cold, or too high for our liking.If you are one of the relatively

few lucky people to have seen a glacier, particularly the very large glaciers in places like

Alaska, Patagonia, the Himalayas, or Antarctica, it’s safe to say it was probably one of the most

exhilarating and unforgettable experiences of your life. If you are not, hopefully by the end of

this book, you’ll be planning a trip to see a glacier. It is an extremely memorable and for some,

a life-changing experience. It was for me!Simply, the awe that comes from seeing such a

massive natural wonder up close, feeling its presence and energy, hearing its thundering

cracking noises, and standing before this enormous wonder of nature or walking on its surface

is humbling to anyone. And while hopefully you witnessed the glacier environment on a bright

sunny day (see the Perito Moreno Glacier in Patagonia, fig. 1.2) , to fully grasp its majestic

beauty, you may have also experienced the unforgiving fury of the cold environment glaciers

thrive in, sensing your puny mortal vulnerability before the powers of this beast of nature.
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